
Hobie Island Trampoline Kit Instructions
Included are a pair of trampolines for the Hobie Adventure Island that are designed by Hobie and built in our sail and 
trampoline loft in Oceanside, CA.
The forward edges of the trampolines have sleeves and the back edges feature snap buckles.  The top of each trampoline 
features a gear pocket and the Port side or left tramp has an added mesh strap that is used for securing the front of the 
paddle.  
To install the tramps begin with the forward AKAs removed from the Island hull.  Slide each AKA through the sleeved 
forward edge of the trampoline and reinstall the crossbar pins.  Next locate the Outhaul bungee at the outside forward 
corner of each trampoline and connect it to the eyelet post on the outside of the forward AKA.  Moving back you’ll fi nd 
webbing straps, begin connecting them at the inside near the hull where you’ll connect the fi rst inside strap to the crossbar 
and not the AKA itself.  Tighten each strap and go sailing.  
           Another feature are the forward bungee straps for securing the trampolines while not                                    
                                                in use.  To use them unbuckle the rear of the trampoline, roll the material up toward the 
                                                forward AKA and wrap the bungee around an onto the hook.
            While sailing snap the two bungees onto themselves to keep them 
                                                up and out of the water.
            Weight capacity for a trampoline is 200 lbs / 90 kg     
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